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Dear Sir orMadam,

Cambridge Cycling Campaign promotes more, better and safer cycling in Cambridge and the
surrounding region. We are writing to object to the Waterbeach Barracks application (S/0559/
17/OL). This is primarily because the cycling provisions within and around the site are unsatis-
factory and do not live up to the potential of the site nor the Local Plan, along with many other
additional problems. We believe that a redesign of the application with proper attention to cy-
cling, walking and public transport will be awin-win: the applicants will savemoney and the resi-
dents will have amuch nicer, healthier, andmore sustainable place to live with better air quality.

The business case is simple: save money by shifting trips from automobile to cycling and public
transport. Automobile infrastructure is expensive and building it biggermeans thatmore people
will drive, thus clogging up roads both inside and outside the development while creating intimi-
dating conditions that will deter people fromwalking and cycling. When the infrastructure does
not support walking and cycling as a safe and effectivemeans of getting around, then people will
increasingly turn to motor vehicles, which will then discourage even more people from walking
and cycling. This is a pattern that we have seen repeatedmany times, in towns and cities all over
the country (and the world). Here in South Cambridgeshire, we can break that mould, having
the best opportunities in the English-speaking world for the promotion of everyday cycling. In-
stead of building expensive and massive roads and junctions that are doomed to be congested,
it is much cheaper, more sustainable, and more desirable to create friendly streets and paths for
walking and cycling with strong links to good public transport.

Great Expectations?

The introductory text to the application claims that the development will promote cycling as a
means of transport. However, contained within Table 5.2.2 in the Site-wide Framework Travel
Plan is anumber that raisesmanyalarmbells: 4.6%. Thatnumber is theapplicant’smodel-predicted
cycling mode-share of all trips taken between 8 am and 9 am on a typical weekday in the year



2038. Suchaprediction is obviouslywrong: by contrast, the2016ActivePeople Survey recorded
that approximately 9.4% of adults in the entirety of Cambridgeshire cycled 5 times a week, and
most of Cambridgeshire is not anywhere as near to Cambridge city asWaterbeach is. The 2011
Census records a 13% cycle-to-work mode share for the zone that contains Waterbeach, and
based on that data, the “Propensity to Cycle” model (Lovelace, et al, 2017) predicts that with
Dutch-level investment in infrastructure the mode share could reach 27% of journeys to work.
Such employment-focused models omit the many other types of trips that could be cycled given
safe and pleasant streets and protected cycle lanes, and also the trips for which cycling is merely
one leg (such as multi-modal trips by train, which are counted as public transport). Overall, the
latent potential for cycling at this site is very strong.

Therefore, we object to this Site-wide Framework Travel Plan that predicts such an astonishingly
low number of journeys to be cycled 20 years hence. It is unrealistic, in opposition to all policy
ambition in the county, and will result in poor planning for the needs of the people who will be
living and working here in the coming decades. We believe that the applicants should return
with a realistic Site-wide Framework Travel Plan that fits in the local context of a village within 5
miles ofCambridge city, where already today1 in 3 adults cyclesfive times aweek, afigure that is
increasing every year. Indeed, even section5.2.37of the applicant’s TransportAssessment states
that:

In summary, when analysing the quantifiable 2011 Census Data it can be inferred that,
where quality cycle infrastructure has been implemented across the outskirts of and linking
into Cambridge, the proportion of cycle trips as a travel mode can range from 30-50% for
distances of 2–4 miles, which is a similar distance between The Application Site and the
Science Park (3.5 miles).

We hope that the low number of 4.6% predicted by the Site-wide Framework Travel Plan is only
an oversight and can be rectified, and that the applicant can return with plans for suitable high-
quality cycling infrastructure that can be designed and built to support high proportions of cycle
trips, as the remainder of this letter will discuss.

SafeWalking and Cycling to School

The proposed design by the applicants puts the main spine road of the development next to Pri-
mary School 1: this is the most dangerous possible alignment. Their design also uses a question-
able shared-space junction in a place where the most children are walking and cycling, next to
the primary school, along a roadwhere themost amount of cars are driving at the highest speed.
Both of these dangers are shown in Figure 1. We register our strong objection to this arrange-
ment. Putting the main road next to the primary school is a guarantee of conflict, crashes and
poor air quality. The applicant’s current design puts schoolchildren in danger from speeding ve-
hicles and thepollution that theygenerate. The shared-space junction forces children tomixwith
heavy vehicles, meaning there will be tragic deaths that could have been completely avoided at
the design stage. The design also ensures that many parents will be tempted to drive to the pri-
mary school and park their cars all over the place, creating further danger, a problem that will
cost a lot of money to try to resolve later, but could be prevented at this stage.
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Figure 1 From the Phase 1 Design Strategy Section 3.4: primary school next to busy spine road
and dangerous shared-space junction.

SendMotor Traffic Around a Perimeter Road

Instead of putting the main road through the middle of the development, as shown in Figure 2,
next to theprimary school, we recommend following themodel used innewdevelopmentswithin
theNetherlands, where all through traffic is routed away fromwhere people live and out around
a perimeter road that circles the settlement. The primary school is located in the core of the low-
traffic area and is available to all families along an almost entirely traffic-free network of promi-
nent and well-maintained walking and cycling routes linking the houses with the schools, parks,
and shops. The school would still be accessible by car but only for access, not for through traffic,
and it is advisable to keep motor vehicles at least 100 metres away from the school entrance in
order to protect those children who are arriving by foot and by cycle.

Another advantage of using a perimeter road instead of a spine road is that during the years
of construction the heavy construction vehicles will be routed away from the already-occupied
dwellings instead of directly through themiddle of neighbourhoods. With a perimeter road, fam-
ilies will be able to walk and cycle to the primary school and other destinations without crossing
paths of heavy vehicles. But with a spine road, it is likely that most families will be forced to
cross a street carrying heavy construction vehicular traffic at least once per day. There are no
advantages to the spine road configuration, it is simply historical baggage from the days when
development arose around existing roads, which is not the case here.

Figure 3 shows the perimeter road in Vathoorst, a new town that the applicants have cited as
a potential inspiration. Low-traffic streets are in white, and dedicated cycling routes are shown
with dashedblue lines. There is full permeability forwalking and cycling, butmotor vehiclesmust
go around theperimeter road. Figure4 showshowa sample driving route cannot cut through the
development but rather must go out and around the perimeter roadway.
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Figure 2 The application’s Transport Assessment Figure 10-9, showing main roads that cut
through themiddle of the development.

9

Exterminate Rat-Running Before It Starts

Contained within the Design & Access Statement, Design Principle 54 claims that “The trans-
port strategy prevents traffic running through the village” but when examined it appears that
the application currently allows drivers to cut through the residential neighbourhoods on their
way somewhere else. Instead, the applicants should design a network of roadways in segmented
zones such that to pass from one zone to the other by car requires a detour to the perimeter
roadway, whilewalking and cycling follow shorter and direct routes. This completely removes all
rat-running and encourages motorised trips to keep to the perimeter roadway, where they be-
long. Car trips into and out of each zone are for access only. Oneway to create these segmented
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Figure 3 The new town Vathoorst has a perimeter road (shown in yellow).

Figure 4 Sample driving route in Vathoorst requires use of the perimeter road.

zones is to put bollards at strategic points, but a much nicer way is to design the restrictions into
the landscaping and streetscaping from the very beginning. The filters can be integrated in a nat-
ural way, perhaps with planting and trees, so that they prevent rat-running while still allowing
people walking and cycling to flow freely.

Shared-Space Doesn’tWork

The applicants have proposed so-called ‘shared-space’ junctions thatmix people walking and cy-
cling with cars, such as shown in Figure 1. Shared-space junctions are almost entirely unaccept-
able except for the limited cases where motor traffic levels are very low and vehicles move very
slowly. Otherwise,motor traffic intimidates and is a potential danger to people, especially people
with disabilities and children.
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Figure 5 The application’s primary road design template lacks protected cycling lanes.

Roadway Cross-Sections andDesign of Junctions

Section 4.147 (b) of the Planning andDelivery Statement claims that the new townwill include:

Measures to Promote Cycling andWalking, from the start of the development including: (i)
Provision of a network of attractive, direct, safe and convenient walking and cycling routes
linking homes to public transport and the main areas of activity such as the town centre,
schools and employment areas;

However, upon examination of the Design & Access Statement and other documents, we do not
agree that theproposals containedwithin theapplicationwill produceanetworkof attractive, di-
rect, safe and convenient walking and cycling routes. The proposals currently submitted contain
inferior infrastructure for walking and cycling that does not live up to the vision or requirements
of the Local Plan.

It is frustrating because the applicants have a blank slate here to build high-quality infrastructure
from a fresh perspective and it is very disappointing to read that the plans for the development
only provide for substandard “on road” cycling lanes along primary roads, according to the De-
sign & Access Statement page 133 and shown in Figure 5. These unprotected lanes will not be
attractive to all ages and abilities, especially not to families with children.

It is also very disappointing to read that the applicants did not design junctions correctly for safe
walking and cycling, instead indicating in Transport Assessment section 10.6.13 that they are
falling back on the extremely poor ‘shared use pavement’ that gives way at every junction, which
is no solution at all.

We recommend that the applicants instead adopt roadway profiles and cross-sections inspired
by our “Making Space for Cycling” document and junction designs from “Interim Advice Note
(IAN) 195/16” ofHighwaysEngland. Thismeans that primary roadswith elevated levels ofmotor
traffic would be required to have protected and segregated cycling lanes, and it means that the
protection and segregation would be extended through junctions using a variety of techniques
documented in the abovemanuals.

More specifically:
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Figure 6 Example of continuous pavement and cycleway across aminor side-road, Rotterdam.

Figure 7 Example of traffic signal-controlled junction with a protected cycleway and cycle-
specific traffic signals, Rotterdam.

• At junctions of minor side-roads and primary streets, the cycleway and pavement must
have priority over the automobile traffic turning into the side-road. It is a good idea to
express this priority using a continuous pavement and cycleway, such as the “Copenhagen”-
style junction, as shown in Figure 6.

• At more significant junctions that are controlled by traffic signals, the protection and seg-
regation of the cycleway should continue throughout the junction, with cycleway-specific
traffic signals, as shown in Figure 7.

• At roundabout junctions along primary streets, the protected and segregated cycleway
should be incorporated into the roundabout using the “walking and cycling-priority round-
about design” as discussed in Camcycle newsletter 128 article 11, “Making roundabouts
safe for walking and cycling”1, shown in Figure 8, and similar to the works planned by the
county for the roundabout junction at Queen Edith’s Way and Mowbray Road in Cam-
bridge.

1www.camcycle.org.uk/newsletters/128/article11.html
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Figure 8 The diagram from the Camcycle newsletter article explaining safe roundabouts for
walking and cycling.

The off-highway “Greenways” and cycling routes also need to follow reasonable standards, and
utilise IAN 195/16 advice at junctions with highways. If the applicants expect people cycling to
use the Greenways, then those ways need to be built and kept at least as well as any other major
roadway in the site. Standards for width should be based upon expected non-motorised traffic
flow, and segregation of people walking and cycling installed where needed to reduce conflict.
Routes should be direct and not unnecessarily winding, and safe sight-lines need to be ensured
at every junction, curve or location where people might meet (e.g. doorways, entrances to gar-
dens, pathway junctions, highway junctions, etc). Cycling is ameansof everyday, general-purpose
transportation, and the cycleways should be designed for everyday, all year round usage.

Inclusive Design, Not Divisive Design

It is worrying that the applicant’s Design & Access Statement (DP 60) and the Transport Assess-
ment (10.6.13) claims there are “two types of cyclists”. This is an old and outmodedway of think-
ing that has been fully discredited. Instead of separating “cyclists” into buckets, we recommend
designing infrastructure thatworks for all peoplewhowant to cycle. Thedeveloper shouldbede-
signing cycleways that areusablebypeopleof all ages andabilities. Aproperlydesignedcycleway
works for everyone, and does not need segmentation by differing ability. Again, the benchmark
is new developments in the Netherlands, where these principles have been successfully applied
for years.
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Figure 9 Badly-designed and unfriendly proposed junction at Denny End Road / A10 having five
(staggered) toucan crossings
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On the Level

In the Transport Assessment paragraph 10.6.15 it says:

Where cycle lanes pass by property driveways, these cycle lanes will be only slightly raised
from the carriageway, and flush kerbs will be employed to allow for the safe full use of the
lane width. Driveways leading to properties on the side should not pose a safety or com-
fort issue, as priority will be given to cycles and pedestrians, and both the cycle lanes and
the footway will be consistently level. Vehicles will still be able to access properties, as the
dropped kerb will be continuous.

This appears to be self-contradictory. First it says that where cycle lanes pass by property drive-
ways the cycle laneswill be only “slightly raised” and then it says that the cycle laneswill be “con-
sistently level.” It cannot be both. We recommend that the cycle lanes and footways are always
consistently level and continuous, and should not dip down and up when crossing over drives or
minor side-roads. Again, we recommend the “Copenhagen”-style junction as shown in Figure 6.

TooMany Toucans

We are worried about the design for the junction at Denny End Road and the A10 as shown in
Figure 9 derived fromDrawing 30509-001-077. The applicants have proposed a junction design
that involves five toucan crossings in a staggered arrangement. This type of design is unaccept-
able, and should never have been proposed. Staggered crossings are largely forbidden by IAN
195/16 (see section 2.4.8) and instead should be replaced by single-stage crossings with sepa-
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Figure10Abetter, easier to use,more attractive proposal for theDennyEndRoad /A10 junction
with protected & separate crossings for walking & cycling.

rate walking and cycling areas (see IAN 195/16 section 2.4.5). Five toucan crossings is five dif-
ferent buttons and five different waits just to cross a street. Such torturous installations will
likely be ripped out elsewhere in Cambridge and should never be built again anywhere. Putting
somany toucan crossings in the way of people walking and cycling shows that the applicants put
a very low value on walking and cycling, which is at odds with their stated objectives. Instead of
this lamentable design that seems to have time-travelled from the 1990s, we recommend that
the applicants use a straightforward, single-stage crossing (possibly with refuge) on each arm of
the junction, as shown in Figure 10. In general, to create walking and cycling friendly signalised
junctions,

• Staggered crossings should not be used, especially where the desire-line is straight (IAN
195/16 section 2.4.8).

• If there remains a necessity to use push-buttons to activate crossings it should also have
detectors that automatically activate the crossingwhen somebody approaches on cycle or
on foot.

• Multi-stage crossings for cycling should be avoided at signalised junctions. For any sig-
nalised crossing, where at all possible, the applicants should strongly seek to provide a fa-
cility that allows cycling across the entire crossing within a single stage of the traffic signal
lights (IAN 195/16 section 2.4.5).

Anexample is shown inFigure11. It should alsobenoted that this example junction inRotterdam
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Figure 11 Two images that show a relatively large junction in Rotterdam controlled by traffic
signals, where people cycling wait at the red cycle signal and cross in a single-stagewhen it turns
green.

features separation of walking and cycling throughout the junction (so it is not a “Toucan” that
mixes uses), and that this is a two-way cycleway. Separation of walking and cycling all the way
through junctions is strictly superior to the use of “Toucan” shared-use crossings, and is recom-
mended by IAN 195/16. And in general, on larger roads with higher levels of automobile traffic,
it is important to have either frequent, safe crossings of the street, or else to allow for two-way
cycling on both sides of the street so that people are able to reach their destination in a direct
and sensible fashion. Within this application the primary streets (and perimeter road) will need
these considerations themost.

TheNeed for Safe Refuges

At junctions where a mid-carriageway refuge is required the refuge should be able to accom-
modate the cycle design vehicle specified by IAN 195/16: a cycle with a trailer. The document
recommends a 3-metre depth and to keep the same width as the cycleway that feeds into it. For
example, in the application, a refuge is proposed for the crossing at Butt Lane along the Mere
Way “Greenway” between Landbeach and the Cambridge Regional College. Unfortunately, the
proposed refuge is only about 1metre in depth, which is dangerously insufficient for a safe cross-
ing of any street, much less a relatively fast-moving roadway between villages such as Butt Lane.
The refuge in that case should be expanded to the full 3 metres so that people cycling (for exam-
ple, with children alongside) are able to safely cross one lane at a time and pause in between. An
example is shown in Figure 12.

On the Verge: the A10 Cycleway andOther Greenways

The applicants have proposed several cycle route improvements between Cambridge and Wa-
terbeach. These improvements are welcome and have the potential of creating very substantial
mode shift away from private motor car and towards cycling. For example, if the A10 cycleway
were not so dangerous in its current condition, it would be possible to easily reach the job-rich
Science Parkwithin amere 20minutes by cycling fromWaterbeach at a relaxed and casual pace.
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Figure 12 Example of properly built refuge betweenmotorised lanes, on a junction in Rotterdam
wheremotor traffic has been given priority over cycling traffic

To their credit, the applicants have recognised this potential in part of the application (but not
the Site-wide Travel Plan, for some reason) and they have recognised the problems of the var-
ious walking and cycling links all over the Waterbeach area. The problem is that the proposed
improvements to the A10 cycleway contained within the application use poor-quality standards
that do not meet the requirements of Interim Advice Note (IAN) 195/16. The applicants have
proposed a three-metre-wide path, shown in Figure 13, that will be in most cases directly adja-
cent to a 50 mph roadway, while IAN 195/16 requires a two-metre separation from such a fast
roadway (with 1.5 metres as the absolute minimum separation). Such separation may be pro-
vided by a grass verge or by some combination of verge and other features. A hedge as separator
may be preferable where there are no junctions or other visibility concerns because it protects
people walking and cycling from being hit by stones and spray kicked up by passing motor vehi-
cles as well as from being dazzled at night by bright headlights.

Therefore we recommend that if the A10 cycleway remains along the highway then it should be
separated by a verge or a hedge from the carriageway in order to protect people walking and
cycling. The separation andwidth requirements should be taken from IAN195/16. In addition, it
is not enough to establish a cross-section but it is also very important to ensure that all junctions
and driveways are designed correctly. The cycleway should be designedwith priority overminor
side-roads and driveways, as shown in IAN 195/16 section 2.4.10 and Figure 14, which means
establishing clear lines of visibility andusing tightened corner radii to bring turningmotor vehicle
speeds down so that they may safely give way to people walking and cycling along the path. We
expect that walking and cycling will have priority over turning vehicles for the vast majority of
junctions anddriveways. However, if there is a junction forwhich the side roadhas ahigher speed
limit than 30mph, then the ‘bent-out’ design from Table 2.4.11.2 may be used with the cycleway
giving way, keeping in mind that the refuge should be 3 metres deep and that the distance to
cross each carriagewaymust be kept as short as possible.
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Figure 13 Proposed A10 cycleway improvement but with no protection from high-speed motor
vehicles, despite having the space available.

Figure 14Cyclewaywith priority over a side-road, Nijmegen.

We expect that the guidance offered by IAN 195/16will produce significantly better designs for
portions of cycleways that are adjacent to or crossing highways. The applicants have also pro-
posed off-highway paths and ‘Greenways’ that are all commendable ideas and should be built
as alternative routes to different parts of Cambridge, as well as routes toHorningsea, Chittering
and toCottenham. Those pathswill be especially useful for secondary-school studentswhoneed
to go to Cottenham or Impington. For the portions of ‘Greenways’ that are not adjacent to high-
ways, we recommend coordinating with the ‘Greenways’ programme of the City Deal in order to
have consistent standards that meet the needs of all users.

The applicants have correctly identified the need for these ‘Greenways’ and cycle routes and we
are happy to work together with the applicants, along with other stakeholders, to produce the
best designs possible that will attract people of all ages and abilities to travel between villages,
towns and Cambridge bymeans of walking and cycling.
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Getting a Good Start

Section 9.7.6 of the Environmental Statement currently states that the applicants are “keen to
implement development alongside deliverable non-strategic sustainable led infrastructure” but
we are worried that this commitment is not strong enough. It is important that good habits are
fostered among the early inhabitants of the newhomes sowebelieve that it is best for asmuchof
the sustainable transport infrastructure to be built as soon as possible, ideally before any of the
new homes are occupied. Thewalking and cycling interventions identified in Section 9.7.6 of the
Environmental Statement should be completed and available before the first set of homes is oc-
cupied. If that is not feasible then the applicants should prioritise the projects in order to encour-
age sustainable transport habits to form among the new residents. We recommend prioritising
cycling connections to Waterbeach station, Cambridge via both Mere Way & A10, Landbeach,
and Cambridge Research Park, followed by cycling improvements in the villages. All of the inter-
ventions should be completed as soon as possible.

Conclusion

We have raised our objection because we believe that the application can be vastly improved
by taking our recommendations, and that the outcomewill be superior for not only the residents
and neighbours but also for the applicant’s business case for the development. Goodwalking and
cycling infrastructure, combinedwith public transport, produces a sustainable, environmentally-
friendlyneighbourhood that ismoreattractive andenjoyable to live in andvisit. Majormode shift
to cycling and public transport means that much less money has to be spent on the construction
andmaintenance of massively expensive roads and junctions for what would otherwise be an in-
flux of far too many motor vehicles. The applicants have a blank canvas upon which to paint a
picture of a world-class new town that satisfies South Cambridgeshire policy goals for sustain-
abilitywhile setting anexample for the rest of the country. Wehope that this opportunitywill not
be wasted. We are willing to discuss these matters further and help by providing additional sug-
gestions and commentary towards the goal of improving the walking and cycling infrastructure
that the applicant intends to build.

Yours sincerely,
On behalf of Cambridge Cycling Campaign

MatthewDanish,
Trustee
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